
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She ____________________ forward, into her new existence.1. (carry)was being carried

All of a sudden he felt that he _____________________.2. (derail)was being derailed

Then the stranger seemed to become aware for the first time that he
_____________________.
3.

(follow)was being followed

________________________________ down?4. (he/lift/or/pull/?)Was he being lifted or pulled

Thus the sumptuous atmosphere of a fete acted upon all minds at the
moment when the contract ___________________, illuminating colored
lamps lighted up the shrubs, and the wheels of the arriving guests echoed
from the court-yard.

5.

(sign)

was being signed

While the other guests were waited for, a few groups
____________________.
6.

(form)were being formed

His next movement, while he ____________________ in silence, told
against him too.
7.

(watch)
was being watched

Indeed, we ________________________, and the danger was the greater
for every minute of delay.
8.

(surround)
were being surrounded

He did not even know that he _________________ even in this humble
capacity.
9.

(use)
was being used

Evidently, their fate ____________________ upon.10. (decide)was being decided

We had been followed from London-we _____________________ every
hour.
11.

(watch)
were being watched

But chiefly it expressed a belief that he ____________________ at.12.
(laugh)

was being laughed

He forbade his courtiers to frighten it, and the monkey, noticing how much
attention _________________ him, sprang from bough to bough, and at
length gradually approached the King, who offered him some food.

13.

(pay)
was being paid
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She looked on while the little creatures _______________________; she
heard the few words they lisped as their infant prayer, she saw them laid in
their beds, and heard their pretty good-night.

14.

(undress)

were being undressed

Great preparations __________________ for the event of the evening,
and everybody helped.
15.

(make)
were being made

An order was given for tea to be taken out under the acacias, where it was
always cool; it was felt that something in the nature of high festival
_________________.

16.

(hold)was being held

Sounds of labor not far off told that camp __________________.17. (build)was being built

And Tom knew-he ___________________ to death against those rocks.18.
(beat)

was being beaten

He found his wife and asked her whether her things
____________________.
19.

(pack)were being packed

He felt he ___________________ alive.20. (burn)was being burned
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